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UKRAINE IIIZelensky 
: THE Millenarian 'Maccabee'? 

Are the great 'Maccabee' Zelensky, and his sponsors and financiers part of this millenarian 

and apocalyptic conception of the world? 

 

Millenarianism or chiasm is the doctrine according to which Christ will return to reign on 

Earth for a thousand years, before the last battle against evil, producing the condemnation 

of the devil to lose all his influence for eternity and begin the Universal Judgment. Maybe. 

But a Zionist is, especially if he belongs to the pleiad of the global anti-communist far 

right, which advocates the triumph of Eretz Israel over the contour of humans. 
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"Israel is the key to America's survival," says Mike Evans, founder and president of 

Lovers of Israel Inc., one of the organizations that brings together Christian Zionists. 

"Now that we meet Israel, I believe we will see God do a powerful work in our day. God 

is going to bless America and Israel. (Christian Zionism, the new heresy that dominates 

America, Stephen Sizer, Anglican pastor, 12,/2/2019, in Free Palestine). 

The movement 'is not made up of madmen,' says Sizer, 'but of upper-middle-class 

Americans. They give millions of dollars each week to television evangelists who lay out 

the fundamentals of the sect. They read Hal Lindsey and Tim La Haye, who spread a goal: 

"To help God's hand to float to heaven free of all problems, from where they will see 

Armageddon and the destruction of planet Earth." 

The Final War 

"Religious Zionism has a particularity, which determines its support for Israel in a 

paradoxical way. To support the Jewish state is also to accelerate the process of the end 

times, that is, to bring forth what the Bible calls the apocalypse. According to Elizabeth 

Oldmixon, evangelicals in the United States who adhere to this novel form of Zionism – 

whose roots lie in restorationist Protestantism – (emerged in the nineteenth century in 

England, then exported to the United States) – "they would make up a third of the 

evangelical population of the country, with about fifteen million faithful. Oldmixon 

indicates that "These are the people who believe that there will be a millennium in the 

future, a golden age, where Christ will reign on Earth, and they believe that before Christ 

returns, there will be a tribulation where he will overcome evil. There will be natural 

disasters and wars, and perhaps an Antichrist, as the book of Revelation points out. Then, 

at the end of that period, the Mosaic covenant people, including the Jews, will be 
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converted. Then, after his conversion, the great millennium begins" (Mauricio Amar, 

Christian Zionism and the End of Time, eldesconcierto.cl, 8/10/2018) 

 

And later, the author of this note argues: "The importance of Christian Zionism in moving 

the embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem is of great relevance, given that the Trump 

administration is closely linked to this apocalyptic tradition. In fact, since 2006, the 

current has an organization of more than three million members called Christians United 

for Israel (CUFI), created by Pastor John Hagee, who in the last presidential campaign 

worked doubly for support for Trump and the Israeli lobby. U.S. Vice President Mike 

Pence is indeed a Christian Zionist and has been instrumental in the process of confluence 

between such ideas and those of the anti-Semitic far right." (emphasis added) 

It wasn't just Trump who supported Christian and Jewish Zionism. 60% of the financial 

support of the Israeli lobbie in the US has long gone to the Democratic Party, to which Joe 

Biden belongs, which insists on provoking a war between Russia and NATO, via Ukraine. 

That said, what precepts does Christian Zionism assume, besides the fact that the people of 

Israel are chosen alongside that of the U.S. by God, that the reconstruction of the Temple 

must be done on the ruins of the Muslim Dome in Jerusalem, that Jerusalem is by biblical 

mandate the capital of Eretz Yisrael, that the Arabs are enemies of God's people, and that 

the end of the world will come soon in the great battle of Armageddon (end). of the 

world or end of time) through catastrophes, but will those who support Israel survive? 
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Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky arouses the admiration of Jews who consider 

him a heroic figure (Anadolu/Getty Agency images via JTA) 

According to these precepts, wars are the order of the day against the wicked. 

Are the great 'Maccabee' Zelensky, and his sponsors and financiers part of this millenarian 

and apocalyptic conception of the world? His attachment to the war against Russia, his 

support for the formation of Nazi battalions and the appointment of Nazis to key positions 

of Ukrainian 'defense', and the incorporation of Ukraine into NATO, coincide with this 

idea of the symbiosis between Zionists and Nazi anti-Semites of Pence and others in the 

context of a total catastrophe, the one they seem to want to reach?. Will they believe that 

after Armageddon – which will consist of an all-out war between Russia and NATO and 

the destruction of the population of Eurasia – it will result in the arrival of the new 

Messiah who will govern the destiny of the chosen peoples, that of Israel (Jews) and 

Americans, Saxons and pure white Nazis? 

Does the outfit of the 'Jew' Zelensky of these days – a green T-shirt displaying a malt cross 

– mean more than a detail – when he calls in a video to include NATO once again in the 

war, demanding the blockade of Ukraine's airspace to Russian aircraft on pain that the 

deaths that occur from now on in Ukraine would be the fault of NATO, as stated? 
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*Watch video: Zelensky in emotional speech: "All people who die from today will die 

because of him" 

The insanity that pivots on myth is touched here with worldly interests. 

And these interests are nothing more than those of large U.S.-based transnational 

corporations. The US, Britain and Anglo-Saxon countries such as Canada and Australia, 

today involved before anyone else in the confrontation with Russia and provocations to 

China, via recognition of an 'independent' Taiwan. 

And Israel, what pito plays in this tragicomic carnival? 

It would seem that he wants to 'mediate', although Russia has dismissed the fact. Israel 

intends to extort money from Russia through the 'Maccabee' and its troupe (which at the 

time proposed to Putin to meet to negotiate peace in... Jerusalem) in relation to Russia's 

support for Syria, Iran and Palestine in the Middle East. But that's not all... 

La estrategia del sionismo cristiano y ultraderechista de Israel, el nazismo ucraniano y los 

anglosajones liderados por USA e Inglaterra parecería ser: 

– Provocar una confrontación entre una Europa que no les sirve y una Rusia que amenaza 

su hegemonía mundial, que ya no es tal, matando – o haciendo matar- dos pájaros de un 

tiro. 

– Dividir a Rusia en varios Estados ‘independientes’ que sean manipulados por USA y 

compañía. 
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– Avanzar hasta los depósitos de gas, petróleo y otras riquezas que contiene la zona del  

Cáucaso y el Mar Caspio, centro del mundo según Brehzinski y otros ‘geopolíticos’ 

imperiales y botín preciado por el nazismo hitleriano y el imperialismo norteamericano 

hoy. 

– Convertir la zona de Crimea en un nuevo Israel a fín de controlar, como en el Oriente 

Medio, las áreas descriptas anteriormente. 

– Una vez lograda esta meta, impedir que China utilice esta energía para proseguir 

liderando el mundo industrial que liquida poco a poco a USA y el resto del mundo –

potencias capitalistas e imperialistas. 

The sad and at the same time perverse role played by Zelensky, Igor Kolomoisky, Biden 

and their offspring - their son, like Kolomoisky, is a great producer of Ukrainian gas and 

looter of it - Nazism and Israeli Christian Zionism, coupled with the darkest of the 

imperial world and its lackeys, will be burned in the fire of the Russian will not give its 

arm to twist, as for its aims to liquidate Nazism and militarism in Ukraine. 

It has the support of countries that have freed themselves from the imperial chains of Our 

America, Asia, Africa and the Middle East. 

And of the peoples of the world, who increasingly discover the felonies that the architects 

of terror plot, the strategists of the end of the Earth, which if not neutralized could lead to 

the destruction of all humanity. 
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